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Fresh Treats From Honeydukes - The 
unofficial Harry Potter pastries book

Next to adventures and wizardry, the world of Harry Potter 
and his friends is filled with an extraordinary choice of sweet
treats, and the great hall’s tables are oftentimes dished up 
with amazing amounts of culinary delights. Magic wands
made of liquorice, fizzing whizzbees, syrup drops, jelly slugs, 
and Bertie Bott’s every flavor beans are also highly sought
after by all the student wizards when passing by
Honeydukes, one of their favourite shops. 

After his best-selling Magical Cookbook, the author Tom 
Grimm presents a colourful new volume with more than 80 
compelling recipes neither a muggle or a real potterhead
will be able to resist.

SPECIFICATIONS:
192 pages
coloured throughout
word count: 22,836
hardcover
trim size: 183 x 225 mm
retail price € 19.99

Rights sold: Spanish world, English US, Russian
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Harry Potter Trivia – 250 Things You Should
Know

Did you know that all the books from Albus Dumbledore’s
library, as you have seen them on the movies, have been just
phonebooks with taped jackets? Have you ever noticed the
remark that no dragons were harmed in The Goblet of Fire’s
end credits? And have you been aware of the fact that the
actor playing little Tom Riddle in The Half-Blood Prince was
the nephew of Ralph Fiennes, starring as grown-up 
Voldemort?

Tom Grimm, author of various enchanting cookbooks right
from the Hogwarts kitchens, supplies exciting, funny and 
surprising facts from the world of Harry Potter - a perfect gift
for any Potterhead!

SPECIFICATIONS:
128 pages
many coloured illustrations
paperback
trim size: 168 x 210 mm
retail price € 12.99
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The Ultimate Harry Potter Fan Quiz

Do you deserve the "Potterhead" award and don't let any 
question about the magical world of Harry, Ron and 
Hermione bring you to your knees? Prove it with this fan quiz 
about the wizarding world of J. K. Rowling. But beware: there 
is a new teacher in the castle. Quiz god Sebastian Jacoby 
has responded to Dumbledore's call and has taken up his 
position at Hogwarts for the subject "Secret Wizard 
Knowledge". He is actively supported by Silke Meuche and 
Vanessa Engelhardt, who support him with their unbeatable 
Potter knowledge. The trio's ultimate fan quiz has been 
reviewed by the Ministry of Magic and released for teaching.

• over 300 magical quiz questions 

• 25 different topics 

• different levels of difficulty for smart guys and noobs

SPECIFICATIONS:
128 pages
many coloured illustrations
paperback
trim size: 168 x 210 mm
retail price € 12.99

Rights sold:  Danish, Russian, Swedish
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The Scary Cookbook For Potterheads

They do not only say ‘trick or treat’ on October 31, but
Halloween has always marked some game-changing events
in the world of Harry Potter. So there is twofold reason to 
dedicate a very special cookbook to this special date. 

Tom Grimm, an acknowledged connoisseur of all things
Harry Potter and Hogwarts, presents a compilation of more 
than 50 creepy recipes which will definitely get you in the
right mood for the night of the undead, demons, trolls and 
goblins. Prepare to taste some dementors’ fingers, filled
cockroaches, dragon’s meatballs and many more awesome
dishes, everything presented in an appealing way with easy
to follow preparation instructions.

SPECIFICATIONS:
128 pages
coloured throughout
word count: 19,415
hardcover
trim size: 183 x 225 mm
retail price € 16.99

Rights sold:  English world
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Best Recipes For Potterheads

Best-selling author Tom Grimm, the creator of charming
magical worlds which make every reader’s mouth watering, 
presents a colourful and compact volume with 50 
compelling delicacies neither a muggle or a real potterhead
will be able to resist.

Just by turning the pages, you will feel like joining Harry, Ron 
and Hermione in the cosy tap room of Three Broomsticks, 
pitching into a diversity of tempting treats, from savory to 
sweet, from down to earth to refined, from cheerful to scary.

The author, who has been working as a bookseller, 
journalist, editor and translator, is also a trained chef and 
therefore knows how to combine his passion for literature, 
movies and games with the world of culinary delights.

SPECIFICATIONS:
128 pages
coloured throughout
word count: 13,233
paperback
trim size: 183 x 225 mm
retail price € 9.99

And some more…
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For Spanish and Portuguese language rights, please contact:

c/ Pallars 73, 1º 1ª
08018 Barcelona, (Spain)

Tel. +34.629388043

Email:
susanne.theune@stasociados.com 

Literary Agency
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